
ILJA GRZESKOWITZ

Making Change Happen
Think it. Do it. Change it. That´s the mantra of Global Topspeaker Ilja Grzeskowitz.
The graduated change expert started his career as Germany´s youngest store
manager and was in charge of ten department store for Karstadt, Wertheim,
Hertie and IKEA. He is a bestselling author of six books and had guest lecturing
positions at the SRH University in Berlin and the Berlin School of Law and
Economics. As an innovation scout, Ilja constantly travels the world in order to
discover future trends. In…

Change expert, Author, Consultant
Field(s) of Expertise: Change management, motivation, leadership, success German, English

MEDIA

THINK IT. DO IT.

CHANGE IT.

PARTICIPANT COMMENT

"„Best in class“ – is the only way to express the excellence of Ilja’s

presentation and how well he shared his passion for change during our

2019 Kick Off Conference. With his down-to-earth style and presence he

reached the hearts and minds of the members of our diverse multi-cultural

organization to see change as an opportunity. “Oh Yeah” was authentic,

inspirational and memorable. It was easy to understand and follow his

positive, energetic, very professional and also entertaining speech. I loved

to see how the drama of “CHANGE” transformed to something positive.

Everyone in the organization was inspired to take ownership of the change

process, allowing change to make way for a better life and a brighter

future. Thanks to Ilja, we were introduced to 4 easy steps which outlined

what it takes to be the driver of the change we want to implement. I am

very sure that by scheduling Ilja’s speech right at the beginning of our

conference, we were able to set the tone of our theme “Take what’s ours”

and the change needed to win in a positive light. This paved the way for

one of the best Kick-off conferences we have held for our Global Salon

Business Organization and ignited the positive mindset for the way we will

experience change in the future - not only in business but also in our

private lives. The positive feedback was overwhelming."

Andreas Spieß / Kao Salon Division / Vice President Business

Management

SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

BMW

Deutsche Messe

Lapp Holding

Takeda Pharma

Expert Electronics

Lufthansa

Deutsche Telekom

Procter & Gamble

Tetra Pak

Getrag International
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02/09/2017

SPEAKERS AGENCY GLOBAL TOPSPEAKERS HANDS OUT

SPEAKERS AWARDS 2016

07/29/2016

BORIS KONRAD AND ILJA GRZESKOWITZ ARE CERTIFIED

SPEAKING PROFESSIONALS

The full profile including references, participant comments, videos, and more can be found on: 5sr.de/qd
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